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It has been said that after every horrific tragedy the first step people want to take is to punish the people

that didn’t do it.  So it has been in Australia when after a 1996 mass shooting the government went no to

ban semi-automatic firearms to keep law abiding citizens from owning them.

Many farmers and people who lived in rural areas had used semi-automatic rifles all their lives and never

hurt anyone.  It was a part of their way of life and how they kept their families safe when the police were

30 minutes to an hour away.  These were not “assault weapons” to them, but simple rifles that were NOT

military grade.

John Howard, Australia’s Prime Minister at the time, said this about his decisions to ban guns:

Given our decentralized system of government, I could reduce the number of dangerous

firearms only by persuading the states to enact uniform laws totally prohibiting the

ownership, possession and sale of all automatic and semiautomatic weapons while the

national government banned the importation of such weapons.

And after a forced gun buyback program, Australia bought and destroyed over 700,000 guns at a cost of

320M Australian dollars.  So now all is safe in Australia now that no one has any dangerous weapons,

right?

Ban guns from the law abiding and only the lawless will have the guns, and this has proven to be the case
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once again down under.  News reports keep revealing that police are finding homemade automatic guns

and DIY firearms that gangs are using in the streets of Sydney and other cities.

Watch video of some of the homemade firearms police recovered:

In the early part of last year police were alarmed at the number of both automatic and semi-automatic

guns they were finding in the hands of gangs and criminals in Australia.  After all, these guns were no

legal, so how could they possibly exist on the streets?

It’s a rhetorical question which makes the point that criminals don’t obey gun laws.  They don’t obey them

here in the US and they don”t obey them overseas.  While some good-intentioned people seek to ban all

guns for the better good of society, reality shows us that disarming law abiding citizens does not protect

them from the same threats the police face every day.

The video below shows some automatic firearms that police discovered and shows how lethal they can be.
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Let’s face it.  Obama is after your guns and he is willing to use executive order to accomplish this task. 

This free video reveals “3 secret loopholes” to defeat Obama’s gun confiscation schemes for

good.  CLICK HERE. (Sponsored ad)
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Farmer John says
APRIL 5, 2014 AT 6:26 PM

As we maintained in Australia, When guns are outlawed, only outlaws will have guns. Seems

we logical people are being proved right again

JOE BLOW HEY GOTTA GO says
APRIL 6, 2014 AT 8:32 PM

Not even surprised that thugs in AUSTRALIA will not resort to old pirate muskets like Black

Beard used bullet is a bullet and well not hard at all to make any form of black powder hand

gun all you need is barrel of .49 bored out some lead balls which any idiot can make in molds

with propane and wooden handle for the gun and simple hammer and spring as well with caps

from toy cap pistol hell even make you own with buttons and primer powder!
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